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Recent investigations into Explosion Resistant Coating elastomeric polymers, which exhibit high rate sensitivity properties, indicate that they can dissipate broad bands of frequencies such as those encountered in blast events (1). These elastomeric polymers, in addition to their visco-plastic behavior, are multi-phase, at the nano scale they consist of hard segments and soft matrix. To understand and elucidate this nano-micro–to-continuum behavior, multi scale computations are extensively used. These polymers also interact with underlying substrates in a complex coupling of wave propagation and large nonlinear deformation and localization, which have been shown to absorb shock in quite a different manner than any ballistic material known to the armor community (2).

ONR is leading a Basic Research Challenge to develop polymers-by-design to divert and dissipate shockwaves from the head and thus prevent mild Traumatic Brain Injury - mTBI(3-5). Molecular dynamics–coarse scale modeling, are used to optimize the polymer properties and predict effect of nano-scale structure on continuum and high rate constitutive behavior. Coupled continuum modeling, high rate load, and multi-scale continuum XFEM modeling (3) feed the results to large scale coupled computations using bio-high fidelity models of the head and brain are used in this investigation (5). In this presentation we will focus on efforts related to designing new polymers (3, 4) using multi-scale modeling of coupled media associated with air blast shockwave propagation in strain rate sensitive polymers, composite materials/interfaces, air and the head/brain (skin, skull, gaps, cerebral fluid and brain tissue) (5). The polymers of interest are highly strain rate sensitive with complex constitutive behavior, and inclusions (particles, from the nano- to micro-scale) which could dissipate and divert the shockwave. To understand interaction between materials and wave propagation at extreme high rate requires multi-scale coupled computations are addressed at different spatial and temporal scales.
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